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INTIDDUCTICN' 
Background of Prcblem and D2fini tion of Terns 
A comnon technique used to establish a discrimination 
between two stimuli has been to reinforce responses directed 
to one stimulus and to not reinforce responses directed to the 
secmd stimulus. When the two stimuli are presented sequentially, 
a discrimination is said to exist when the stimulus associated 
with reinforoerrent cmtrols a higher rate of responding than 
does the stimulus associated with nmreinforcerrent. When the 
two stimuli are presented simultaneously, choice rather than 
response rate is the rrost cormon discrimination index. Thus, a 
discrimination has been acxruired when the stimulus associated 
with reinforoerrent is chooen rrore often than the stimulus 
associated with nonreinforcerrent. These exanples :may be 
cc:nsidered as sinple discriminations in that a constant relatim-
ship exists between stimuli and the consequences of behavior. 
Of present interest are rrore complex procedures called 
conditiona l discriminations (Lashley, 1938). In these procedures 
the stimulus associated with reinforoerrent is not invariant, as 
in sinple discrimination tasks, but instead, is dependent upon 
the stimulus context in which it appears. 
Cunming and BerryrrBn (1965) have described three different 
conditional discrimination procedures. The first is called :matching-
tersample. Consider an example in which pigeons are presented 
with three adjacent, colored response keys. The center color 
is called the sanple sti1Tn.1lus and the two side colors, me of 
which is identical to the sanple, are called conparison stimuli. 
In this procedure, reinforcenent is contingent l1fX)11 choosing 
the conparison that matches the sanple color. The color of the 
sanple manges randomly folla-1ing dloice responses, thereby 
requiring the birds to choose different corrparison colors across 
trials. Thus, sarrples serve an infonnative or instructional 
functim (Cwrrni.ng and Ber:r:yman, 1965). 
A second type of conditional discrimination task is called 
oddity matching. Again, consider the exarrple with three colored 
response keys. With oddity matdling, reinforcenent depends upon 
the choice of a corrparism that differs from the sanple, with 
the incorrect conparism being the sarre color as the sarrple. 
The final class of conditional discrimination is called 
syrrbolic matching. Syrrbolic matdling covers all procedures 
that are not matdling-to-sanple or oddity matching. An exarrple 
would be a situation where two different tones serve as sarrple 
sti!Tn.lli, with reinforcerrent contingent upon choosing me 
corrparisan color when one of the tones is presented, and 
dloosing the sec ond conparison color when the secmd tone is 
presented. Thus, the relationship between sarrple sti!Tn.lli and 
correct conparisons is syrrbolic rather than dependent upon 
phys ical similarities or differences between sarrple and 
conparism stimuli. 
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Research with coodi tional discrimination tasks has sha.vn 
performance to be affected by a nurrber of variables. These 
include: (1) the level of deprivatioo (Currming, Berryman and 
Nev.in, 1965; (2) extinction (e.g., Cumning, Berryman, Cohen and 
Johnson, 1967; Lydersen and Cheney, 1973); (3) the inposition 
of delays between presentation of samples and conparison stimuli 
(e.g. , Berryman, Curnning and Nevin, 196 3; Blough, 19 59; D 'Arna.to 
and O'Neill, 1971; Perkins, Lydersen and Beam:m, 1973; Sidman, 
1969) ; and (4) the nunber of stimuli presented as samples and 
conpar isoos (Cohen, 1969; Etkin and D'Arnato, 1969). 
In the cited studies, every correct choice res:i;:onse produced 
reinforcerrent. In operant terminology, this is a continuous 
reinforcerrent (CRF) sdledule. Another area of interest with 
cooditiooal discriminatioo tasks has been to study the effects rn 
choice of intennittent schedules of reinforcenent. Fs the term 
intennittent irrplies, not all correct choices produce reinforcement 
on such sdledules. For example, if a specific nurrber of correct 
choices is required to produce reinforcenent, the task is oo 
a fixed -ratio (FR) sdledule. Alternatively, if the first correct 
dloice resprnse that occurs follo.ving the end of a specified 
interval of tine produces reinforcenent, the perfoTITBI1ce is rn a 
fixed-interval (FI) sdledule. 
Performances produced by FR and FI schedules of reinforcenent 
have been corrpared with eadl other as well as with schedules that 
result in reinforcenent after an unpredictable nurrber of correct 
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choi02s (variable-ratio or VR schedule), or where reinforrement 
is presented for the first oorrect choice that occurs after the 
end of an unpredictabl e interval of tine lapses (variable-interval 
or VI sd1edule). 
Purpose of th e Study 
The present experinent studied the effects of various FI, 
FR, VI, and VR schedules of reinfor02rrent m ccndi tional 
discrimination performance. The task involved a discriminatim 
betw een FR 10 and FR 20 responding, or FR discriminatim. Of 
special interest was a study of the accuracy separately m each 
of the trials used. This seened to be irrportant pecause 
pri or research has averaged the accuracy on all trials, thereby 
poten tiall y c:bscuring significant relatimships between certain 
trial t ype s and choice accuracy patterns. 
Research cesign 
'I'he present research used a single-subject design. This 
procedure involved expos ing each subject to several experinental 
tr eatnen ts in a predete rmin ed sequence. The performance of each 
subject 's performance on the several experinental ccnditions 
were corrpared. Each o f the four subjects were exposed to a 
di ffe rent sequence of experi rren tal oondi tions, thereby permitting 
a dete rmination if any systematic effects occurred as a functim 
of th e particular ord e r of exposure to the cmditims. The 
overall accuracy of performances en FR 10 and FR 20 trials was 
determin ed. Addi tirnally, the d1oice resprnses were recorded 
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so that their terrporal and ordinal locatioos within each 
interreinforcerrent interval could be detennined. 
Limitations and/or Lelimi tations of the Study 
The present experirrent studied the effects of inter-
mittent reinforcenent on FR discrimination perfo.rmance in the 
pigeon. The accuracy patterns d)tained were consistent with 
prior research that had used other tasks or other species of 
subjects, thereby extending the generality of the effects to 
the presen tly studied task. The finding that accuracy patterns 
were due largely to perfonnances on mly ooe type of trial could 
be specific to the task and procedures presently used; further 
research would be necessary to extend the generality of the 
present results to other tasks or species. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
'Ihe follo.,ing review will examine, in detail, the effects 
of intermittent reinforcerrent upm ccnditional discriminatim 
perf onnance. To briefly preview, various scnedules of rein-
forcerren t of ccndi timal discrirninaticn performance have been 
found to produce sdledule-specific patterns of choice accuracy. 
These choire pa tterns will be described in cmsiderable detail. 
In addition , the pa:,sib l e reasms why the choire patterns 
occur represen t the main fcx.."""US of the review. Finally, because 
intermittent reinforrerrent of simultaneous discriminatim has 
produced effects th at are similar to that cbtained with 
conditional discriminations, this literature will also be cm-
sid e red. 
Conditiona l Discrimination 
Fixe d-interval and variable-interval sd1edules. Ferster 
(1960) examined the effects of several sd1edules of reinforcerrent 
on rna.td1ing-to-sarrple performanre with two pi gems. .Matd1ing 
trials began with the presentatim of either a red or a white 
sanple stimulus oo the center of three respmse keys. A 
response to the sanple key turned off the sanple stimulus and, 
a t th e sane tirre, transilluminated the two side keys, me with 
red and the oth e r with white light. A response to the side, 
or conparism, key that matched the color of the sanple produred 
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reinforcerrent and then the next trial. Nonmatching conparism 
choices produced only a repetitim of the sarre trial. 
Ferster then studied a variety of schedules of reinforcerrent, 
of which FI and VI will be examined here. Ch FI schedules, the 
first correct choice resprnse to be emitted after the end of the 
specified interval of tine produced reinforcerrent. The Fis were 
examine d alme (sinple FI), or as ene corrpcnent of multiple FR FI 
schedules. On multiple schedules , a pilot larrp of me oolor was 
on \vhen the FR was in effect, and a different colored lanp was en 
when the FI was in effect. 
The rrost notable result of FI reinforcerrent of rna.tching-to-
sample was that regular changes in accuracy occurred across inter-
rei11forcerrent intervals. These changes in accuracy were derron-
strated by determin ing accuracy within successi-ve quarters of 
intervals. Durin g the first quarter, the accuracy was rroderately 
high. Choice accuracy then declined in the secmd quarter of 
intervals, follawed by an increase within the third and fourth 
quarters. Because performance en various VI schedules did not 
produce these U-shaped accuracy patten1s, this effect was due to 
sorre property of the FI schedule other than reinforcerrent 
frequency. Hawe-ver, the o-verall le-vel of accuracy was about the 
sarre m both VI and FI schedules. 
The U-shaped accuracy patten1s that Ferster (1960) obtained 
on FI reinforcerrent of matching-to-sarrple ha-ve been replicated 
both with different procedures and with human subjects. Clark 
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and Sherman (1970) trained pigems on a two-key matching--to-
sample procedure similar to one devised by Cdlen (1969). Trials 
started with both keys dark. A respcnse to the dark left key 
produced a red or a green sample stimulus. Next, a response to 
the dark right key produced either a red or a green corrparison 
stimulus. Additional responses to the right key produced a 
randomly ordered sequence of red and green conparisons. The 
color of the conparism was therefore controlled by the subject's 
behavio r. A respcnse to the left key when the left and right 
key colors matched produced reinforcerrent, while a respcnse to 
the left key when the two colors were different produced only 
the next trial. 
Foll0t1ing training with CRF, the reinfora,_nent schedule was 
gradually changed to FI 8 min. Clark and Sherman also examined 
the effec ts of various stimuli that were occasionally paired 
with correct choices, incorrect choices, or reinforcerrent. 
Hc:wever, only the baseline cmditions without these stimuli is 
of present interest. 
The results were consistent with those cbtained by Ferster 
(1960) . That is, across a corrbined total of 29 separate exposures 
to the FI 8 min baseline procedure by three pigeons, 12 resulted 
111 the U-shaped interreinforcerrent accuracy pattern, with the 
lOtJes t accuracy occurring in the second quarter. On the other 
baseline training conditions, the accuracy usually was l0tver in 
the first half of intervals than in the last half, but without 
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the U-shaped patterns. An examination of the rate of trials 
corrpletion indicated that the rate increased across the inter-
reinforcerrent intervals. This is similar to the response rates 
typically c:btained on FI reinforcenent of free-operant responding 
(e.g., Ferster and Skinner, 1957). 
In another study, Boren and Gollub (1972) trained pigems 
on FI reinforcerrent of rratching-to-sarrple. They used a three 
key procedure very similar to that used by Ferster (1960). The 
sd1edules studied were FI t, clock FI t, and chain FR 3 (FI t), 
with the values of t being 48 sec, 96 sec, or 192 sec. On FI 
schedules, the first correct choice ocx::urring after the end of 
the interval was reinforced. On clock FI, three different clock 
s timuli (blue, orange, and white pilot lights) were ax.related 
wi th different thirds of intervals. The clock stimuli changed 
automatically at the end of each third. Finally, m chain FR 3 
(FI), a correct choice response was required at the end of each 
FI conponent to change the oolor of the pilot light and to 
continue the interval. Reinforcerrent was presented for the first 
correct choice erni tted at the end of three Fis. 
Across all sch edules, choice responses, rreasured in twelfths 
of intervals, were rrost accurate at the beginning and at the end 
of Fls; the lcwest accuracy occurred between the secxnd and 
seventh-bvelfth of Fis. In addition, Bored and Gollub found a 
systerratic relationship between accuracy and the rate at which 
trials were conpleted. At both high and lcw rates the accuracy 
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was higher than at intenrediate rates. The authors suggested 
that perhaps rate rather than accuracy was the nost appropriate 
rreasure of schedule effects on ccnditional discrimination 
performance s. 
In a final study to be considered, Davidson and Osborne (1974) 
trained children an a matching-to-sarrple task similar to that 
described by Ferster (1960). In addition to the design manges 
necessary to adapt the procedure to dlildren, the stimuli were 
horizontal and vertical lines rather than colors. The subjects 
were trained on s imultaneous, zero-delay, and 2-sec delayed 
matching -to-sanpl e rein forced on a variety of schedules, of 
which FI and VI will be considered here. On these schedules, 
every correct choice respon se prcx1uced al sec flash from a lanp 
to the right of the thre e response keys, while errors produced 
only the next trial. The FI sch edules tested ranged from 12 to 
40 sec and the VI sdledules were either 24 sec or 40 sec. 
Ch FI sdledules with siimlltaneous or 2 sec delay procedures, 
subjects e ith er did not attain stable perfonrances, or they did 
not e:xhibi t any consistent choice patterns. HCJNever, on zero-
de lay matdling, all subjects had the lCJNest accuracy in the second 
quarter , or had equally la.,.,r accuracy in the first and second 
quarter s. In general, the effects of FI reinforcerrent on matching-
to-sarrple appears to be nore irregular with humans that with 
pigeons. 
Other experirrents have been conducted with EI (Dews, 1963; 
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Stubbs and Gallcway, 1970) and VI (Ferster and Appel, 1961; 
Zirnre:rnian and Bayden, 1963; Zirmernian and Ferster, 1963) 
rein forcene nt of conditi onal discrimination perfonnance. 
Hcwever, they do not ccntain info.rrration that is pertinent 
to the present revie.,.,. 
Fixed-ratio and variable-ratio schedules. In the previously 
discussed study by Ferster (1960), he also examined matching-to-
sample performance maintained by FR schedules. When eve:r:y 
correct choice respcnse prcxiuced reinforcerrent (CRF or FR 1), 
matd1ing was at about chance (50%) accuracy. As the FR schedules 
were increased in size to FR 15 or FR 20 , matching accuracy also 
increased. The accuracy then remained relatively stable until 
FR 35 was reached. At ratios beyond FR 35, C"boice accuracy 
gradua lly declined with further increases in ratio size. 
Ferster's (1960) results with FR reinforcerrent of matching-
to-sarrple were subsequently contradicted by results from a 
study by Nevin, Cwrrning and Berryman (1963). They used a three-
key matd1ing-to--sa..'Tple task with three stimuli. Trials began 
with the presentation of red, blue, or green light on the 
sarrple key. The fifth response to the sarrple key produced two 
lit conparison keys, one of which matched the color of the sarrple 
while the other was one of the remaining two colors. A correct 
choice response produced reinforcerrent, follcwed by a 1 sec 
intertrial interval, while errors produced only the intertrial 
interval. The next trial was independent of the choice on the 
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preceding trial. 
During FR 1, a 96% to 98% level of matdling accuracy was 
obtained. With FR 3, the accuracy decreased to about 80%, and 
then increased slightly with FR 6 and FR 10 sdledules. When 
VR 3 was in effect, the dloice accuracy was at about the sane 
level as that c:btained on FR 1. During matching an FR sdledules, 
the choice accuracy was lcwest at the start of ratios and then 
increased as the subject progressed through the ratio. This 
pattern was absent during VR 3, thereby indicating that the 
ne gatively accelerating accuracy patteill was produced by the 
pr edictable availability of reinforcerrent. Cumulative response 
re cords indicated that a period of no responding (i.e., post-
re in f orcerrent pause) follcwed reinforcerrent an FR schedules, but 
no t on VR r e inforcerrent. These post-reinforcerrent pauses 
deve lo pe d at the tirre that accuracy at the beginning of FRs began 
to de crease. T"he tirre required to conplete trials at the beginning 
of FRs was also longer than that required later in the ratio. 
The results of Nevin et al. (1963), therefore, stand in 
sharp contrast to those of Ferster (1960). Notably, Ferster 
found chance accuracy with CRF (or FR 1) schedules, while 
Nevin et al. folll1d near 100% accuracy on the sane schedule. 
Nevin et al. noted that a nunber of procedural differences 
existed that might be responsible for the differing results : 
(1) Nevin et al. used three stimuli while Ferster used two; 
(2) Nevin et al. used simultaneous matching-to-sample while 
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Ferster used ze rer-delay matdling; ( 3) Nevin et al. used an 
intertrial interval while Ferster did not; (4) Ferster used 
a correction procedure while Nevin et al. did not; and (5) 
Ferster presented a brief hopper flash after correct but nan-
reinforced responses while Nevin et al. did not. Nevin et al. 
suggested that the correction procedure col.ll1d be responsible 
for a variety of response patten1s not related to the sarrple 
stimuli and was, rrost likely, the variable responsible for the 
differing results. 
Recent data suggest, havever, that as far as the CRF 
discrepancies are concerned, the intertrial interval may be 
the crucial variable. Holt and Shafer (1973) examined both 
matching-ter-sample aoquisi tian and maintained matching tmder 
various intertrial interval durations. Trials began with the 
pr esentation of red, blue, or arrber light on the sanple key. 
The fifth response to the sanple key produced the two corrparisan 
stimuli . Correct moice responses produced 3 sec access to 
food, while errors produced a 2 sec blackout; errors also 
produced a repetition of the sane trial. 
For different birds, trials were separated by intertrial 
intervals of O, 5, 15, 25, or 60 sec. The results were that 
rrost birds an O sec intertrial intervals did not perform at mum 
higher than dlance (50%) accuracy across 45 acquisition sessions. 
This is notable because, in a related matdling-to-sarrple study, 
Cumming and BerryrtBI1 (1961) cbtained alrrn3t 100% accuracy within 
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10 sessions with a 25 sec intertrial interval. 
Holt and Shafer also found that with a 5 sec intertrial 
interval, one bird acx::ruired matching at about 85% correct and 
a second bird perfonred at about chance. 'Iwo birds with 15 sec 
intertrial intervals perfonred at 70% to 90% accuracy after 45 
sessions. At 25 sec and 60 sec intertrial intervals, acx::ruisi tic:n 
was rapid and produced nearly 100% accuracy. 
When birds that were initially trained with O sec intertrial 
intervals were subsequently placed on longer intertrial intervals, 
rapid acquisition cxx::urred. Havever, when birds that had 
acx::ruired with lmg intertrial intervals were placed en O sec 
intertrial intervals, the matching performance typically decreased 
lll accuracy. These results indicate, therefore, that long 
in tertrial intervals facilitate matching-to-sarrple in sorre, as 
ye t, unclear way. 
Regardless of the final solution to the contradictory 
findings by Ferster (1960) and Nevin et al. (1963) regarding 
the effects of FR schedules en overall accuracy, the FR choice 
pattern has been denonstrated by other investigators. Mintz, 
Mourer and Weinberg (1966) trained pigerns an zero-delay 
rratching-to-sarrple with reinforcerrent on an FR 9 schedule. In 
addition, there was a correlated counter associated with the 
FR 9 sd1edule. The correlated counter consisted of 10 white 
larrps nounted in a vertical rav to the right of the response 
keys. At the start of ratios, the bottom larrp was lit . For 
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each correct choice response the next lart!' in the ra,; was lit. 
On th e ninth correct choice respcnse, the tenth lart!' carre on 
and renained on during reinforcerrent. Thus, the correlated 
c01.n1ter provided th e birds with infonmtion as to exactly hav 
many correct choices had been emitted within each FR. The 
resu lts were that the nurrber of errors was highest at the 
sta rt of the FR comt. Matching accuracy then increased as 
the subject advanced through the FR. 
Next, a series of prcbes were run. On probe trials, the 
eighth lanp, rather than the first larrp, was lit foll0.ving 
reinforcenen t. Thus, an FR 2 was in effect during prcbes. As 
before , each correct natch lit the next lamp in the rc:JN. 
Although prcbes did not exactly replicate the last two steps 
of the FR 9 schedule pe rformance, the accuracy was clearly 
higher than during the first two oornts on FR 9. Thus, the 
correlated cornter stimuli clearl y exerted sorre degree of 
contro l over choice responding. 
In a subsequent study that used the sane procedure as 
Mintz e t al. (1966), Mintz, M:mrer and Stein (1968) examined 
the relationship between errors and the latency between each 
sample key response and choice responses. When errors 
occurred irmedi a tel y after reinforcerrent, they were associated 
with relati ve ly long choice latencies. As the FR rornt advanced, 
the errors becarre correlated with shorter latencies than were 
fornd with correct choices. Next, the birds were administered 
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various dosages of librium and 9.-arrphetamine. It was found 
that drug levels that increased the latency between sample and 
choice responses also increased the accuracy of matching on 
trials tOtJard the end of FR.s. Conversely, drug-produced 
decreases in choice latency produced an increase in the 
occurrence of errors late in the ratio. Thus, both very long 
and very short latencies were correlated with errors. 
In the previously described matching-to-sample study with 
children by Davidson and Osborne (1974), they also examined 
various FR and VR schedules of :reinforcerrent. On FR, the choice 
accuracy was typically lOtJest in the first ordinal position of 
ratios. In subsequent ordinal positions the accuracy increased 
regularly for sorre subjects or changed lll1systematically for 
others. In general, the clearest instances of negatively 
accelerating accuracy functions were found with zero-delay and 
2 sec delayed matching. Simultaneous matching may have produced 
too high of an accuracy level, thereby :resulting in a ceiling 
effect that could have prevented the developrrent of systematic 
accuracy patterns. The primary ef feet of VR :reinforcerrent was 
to lcw e r the choice accuracy slightly from that dJtained on FR. 
Further, no systematic choice patterns occurred with the VR 
schedules of :reinforcerrent. 
The effects of FR and VR reinforcerrent have also been studied 
with condi timal discriminations other than matching-to-sarrple. 
For example, Stubbs (1968) :required pigems to discriminate 
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between two terrporal stirruli. In this e:xperirrent, trials started 
when the center of three respanse keys was transillurninated by 
orange light. A response changed the center key (X)lor to white. 
The white key then rerrained on for from 1 to 10 sec. At the 
end of the scheduled center key duration, the center key was 
turned off and, at the sane tine, the two side keys were turned 
on with red on one side and green m the other. A choice response 
to one side key color was correct if the center key had been an 
for a short duration ( 1 to 5 sec) , while a choice response to 
the other side key color was correct if the duration had been 
long (6 to 10 sec). Correct choices produced either a 0.5 sec 
illumination of the hopper light, or produced primary rein-
forcerrent, while errors produCEd a tirreout during which the 
e:xperirrental chanber was dark. 
For sorre conditions , the reinforCErrent schedule was FR 6. 
This produced the lCMest accuracy at the first ordinal p:)Sitia1 
of the FR; accuracy then increased as the subject progressed 
through the FR. The overall accuracy on FR 6 was about 90%. 
Subsequently, the birds were run an a VR 10 schedule. This 
resulted in an increase in the choiCE accuracy to near 100% 
and produced no systematic choice patterns. 
Other experirren ts with ca1di tional discriminatioos have 
used FR reinforcerrent (De.vs, 1963; Ferster and Harmer, 1966; 
Randolph , 1969; Rchles, 1961; Stubbs and GallCMay, 1970; Stubbs 
and Thorras, 1966). HOtJever, they did not study choice patterns. 
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Simultaneous Discriminaticn 
Nevin (1967) trained pigeons on a simultaneous brightness 
discrimination. All trials began with the presentation of two 
white response keys that differed in brightness. A response to 
the brighter key prcxluced food, follCJNed by a 6 sec intertrial 
interval; a response to the di:rmer key produced only the inter-
trial interval. Additicnally, if no response was emitted with-
in 2 sec of the start of trials, the intertrial inte.rval started 
autorre.tically. Thus, both the accuracy of the discrimination 
and the prcbabili ty of responding were dependent variables. 
After stable choice respcnding was cbtained, which was between 
75% and 90% accuracy, the birds were trained on a series of 
random-trial (RI') schedules. en RI', reinforcerrent was made 
av ailable on randomly assigned trials. If an inoorrect choice 
r e spcnse occurred on a trial in which reinforcerrent was set up, 
t..11e reinforcerrent availability was cancelled. 
Under these conditions, choice accuracy remained relatively 
s table across six schedule pararreters ranging from RI' l to RI' 50, 
with perhaps a slight dc:wnward trend at the higher RI' values. 
The prcbability of responding within the 2 sec trial duration 
also decreased slightly, from near l. 00 at RI' 1, as the schedule 
decreased in reinforcerrent prcbabili ty. 
Next, 10 sessions of extinction were instituted. During 
extinction , the prcbability of a response decreased to near-zero, 
but the accuracy of the few choice responses that did occur 
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remained at about the sarre level as that obtained on RI' 
schedules. This experimmt denonstrated, therefore, that 
reinforcement frequency had little effect on choice aocuracy. 
Further, the probability of a response was strongly affected 
only when reinforcement was witheld CCH1pletely. 
Nevin (1967) then studied perfonnance on schedules that 
made reinforcenent available according to fixed, rather than 
random, trial sequences. During fixed-trial (FT) schedules, 
reinforcerrent was made available on every fifth (FT 5) or tenth 
(FT 10) trial. If an incorrect trial occurred when reinforcerrent 
was available, the scheduled nurrber of trials had to be repeated 
before reinforcement was again made available. Thus, lx>th correct 
choices as well as errors advanced the trial count, but reinfor- . 
cement was presented for a correct choice on every fifth or tenth 
trial. Also, as with the RI' procedures, trials tenninated after 
2 sec if no response was emitted. On a second procedure, called 
fixed-ratio (FR), reinforcement was presented on every fifth (FR 
5) correct trial (i.e., errors did not count t0.vard the ratio). 
It was found that, on both FT and FR schedules, choice 
accuracy was unifonnly high across trials. Ho..vever, the prob-
ability of a choice response was a function of the number of 
trials since the last reinforcerrent. The probability of a 
response on the first trial was 10.ver than at any other tirre. As 
the subject advanced through successive trials, thereby approach-
ing the next reinforcer, the response probability increased 
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systematically tc:Mard 1. 00. Thus, the main finding was that the 
accuracy of a choice response was largely independent of the 
probability that a response would occur. 
The failure to obtain systematic changes in accuracy across 
trials on Fr or FR schedules differs from analogous data with 
conditional discrimination perfonnances. As described earlier, 
Nevin et al. (1963) found matching-to-sanple accuracy to be 
lc:Mest irrunediately after reinforcenent on FR schedules. Choice 
accuracy then increased as the subject progressed through the FR. 
Nevin (1967) noted that one major difference between his 
procedure and Nevin et al. was that matching-to-sanple required 
a choice response on every trial, whereas the simultaneous 
discrimination procedures did not. Accordingly, Nevin (1967) 
o:mducted a third study in which an FR 5 schedule was in effect, 
but on which trials did not tenni.nate until a response had been 
made . Under these condi lions, the choice accuracy was lCMest on 
th e first trial on the FR schedule, follc:wed by an increase in 
accuracy as the subject progressed through the ratio. 
As a group, Nevin's (1967) experirrents indicate that, once 
stim.1lus control has been established, it is independent of the 
variables that control other perfornance characteristics. In 
the presently examined series of studies, response probability 
clear 1 y did not covary with choice accuracy. Hc:wever, this 
generalization holds only when stimulus control ~asures are 
not confounded by forced choice contingencies such as those in 
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th e third experirrent. The follONing simlltaneous discrimination 
res earch is consistent with this oonclusion. 
Zeiler (1968) studied the effect of FR schedules on a 
discrimination between three simlltaneously presented colors. 
A response to any of the three colors advanced the ratio count, 
but reinforcem:mt was always dependent upon a response to one 
specific color. Also, the location of the three colors was 
changed according to a randomized sequence following every 
reinforcenent. Zeiler found no consistent relationship between 
FR size and choice accuracy: overall accuracy was always near 
100%. Of the few errors that did occur, 70% to 80% were during 
the first quarter of ratios. The second quarter had about 20% 
of th e total number of errors, while the remaining two quarters 
ea ch oontained about 5% of the errors. 
The response patterns were usually similar to those obtained 
on sinple FR schedules: each reinforcerrent was follONed by a 
pause, and then by a run of responses that continued until the 
next re inforc er was obtained. When the schedule exceeded FR 33, 
occasional pauses occurred after the FR run had started. When 
ext inction of choice responding was instituted, the rate of 
responding decreased across sessions. Ha-Jever, the few responses 
that continued to be emitted during extinction were to the stimulus 
fonrerly associated with reinforcerrent. Errors typically were 
restricted to the beginning of sessions or they follo.ved pauses 
in responding. Again, this study suggests that stimulus control 
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and response rates are controlled by separate variables. The 
finding that errors often occur after the poot-reinforcerrent 
pause or after within-ratio pauses suggests that perhaps sorre 
relationship exists between the variable that controls pausing 
and that whidl determines the degree of stimulus control. 
Zeiler (1970) trained pigems on a three color simultaneous 
discrimination task similar to that used by Zeiler (1968). In 
this study, responses to one color produced fCXJd on various 
fixed-interval (FI) schedules, while respcnses to the two 
renBining colors had no scheduled effects. The locatim of 
the color associated with reinforcerrent changed randomly after 
eve:ry reinforcerrent. It was found that, across a series of 
FI values (2, 4, 8, and 16 min), overall asyrrptotic accuracy 
was above 90%. It was also found that the response rate 
increased systematically within intervals, much as is typical 
with free-operant FI responding (e.g., Ferster and Skin..,.er, 1957). 
HCN1ever, choice accuracy was cmstant within quarters of intervals. 
Next, the procedure was changed so that the location of the 
three colors were changed after eadl quarter of the FI. Both 
r es ponse-contingent and response-independent stimulus changes 
were studied. Under response-independent stimulus change 
the total accuracy declined slightly bel0,v that cbtained 
rn any other condition. Both of the quarterly stirrulus change 
condi tians did produce a marked decrease in response rates , with 
a minimum of 21% decrease in all quarters. The results 
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indicate that the high choice accuracy obtained on other sched-
ules of reinforcerrent was also obtained an FI schedules. This 
high accu ra cy was obtained regardless of the response rate, there-
by indicating further that the variables that control response 
rate are independent of the variables that control choice 
accuracy . 
Although the absence of a relationship between response rate 
and stimulus control has been sh0tm in a number of ways by the 
preceding sirrultaneous discrimination studies, there were fEM 
attenpts to explicitly control the rate of responding. The only 
exooptions were the extinction conditions (Nevin, 1967; Zeiler, 
1968) that eventually produced near-zero rates. In a rrore recent 
experilrent, Zeiler (1972) canpared stimulus control and response 
rates by controlling rate through differential-reinforcerrent-of-
low-rates (DRL) schedules. On DRL schedules, a response is 
reinforced if it follows the preceding response by a rnini.rrum 
inte:rval of time; ear 1 y responses reset the in te:rval. This 
contingency, therefore, produced a slow rate of responding. 
Zeiler's study again involved a discrimination between three 
colors. Responses to only one of the colors were reinforced 
according to DRL 5, 10, 20, or 30 schedules. As in Zeiler's 
other experiments, the location of the color associated with 
reinforcement changed following the delivery of every reinforcer. 
In an initial procedure, where responses to the incorrect 
stimulus had no consequences, accuracy ranged f:rorn 42% to nearly 
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100%. No consistent relationship was found betw een DRL value, 
response rate, or discrimination accuracy. Next, responses to 
the colors associated with extinction also reset the DRL interval. 
On this procedure the pigeons allocated at least 96% of their 
responses to the correct stirrulus. Hcwever, there again was 
no clear relationship between DRL value, response rate, and the 
accuracy of the discrimination. Another rreasure of DRL per-
fonnance is the proportion of responses that are reinforced to 
the total nurrber of responses, or DRL efficiency . The efficiency 
ranged from a rra.ximurn of just belav O. 50 at DRL 5 sec to less 
than 0.01 at DRL 30 s ec . This is consistent with free-operant 
studies that have examined similar ranges of DRL Vall.Es with 
pigeons (e.g., Stadden, 1965). 
In a final procedure, extinction was e xamined for 18 sessions. 
As would be expec ted, extinction produced a steady decrease in 
response rate, but with a minimal effect on the discrimination 
itself. In rrost extincticn sessions, at least 80% of the re-
sponses that were emitted were to the forrrerly correct stimulus. 
Again , stirrulus control had no clear relati ons hip to response 
rate . 'I'he level o f correct responding an DRL schedules remained 
at levels conparable to that cbtained oo FR and FI schedules 
even though the cbtained response rates were much laver. 
These results are not limited to infrahuman subjects. 
Osborne and Burns (1975) fmmd similar schedule effects both 
with children and adults en FR reinforcerrent of simultaneous 
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di s crimination perfonrance. In this study, three different 
col ors were presented at the sane tine oo a stimulus panel 
located in front of the subject. C11.oice responses were made 
by pulling on one of the levers nounted belo.,..r each stimulus. 
Reinf orcerrent was proouced by responding on the correct lever 
onc e afte r responses to any of the levers ( correct or not) had 
advanced th e ratio count to the point at which a correct re-
spons e could proouce reinforcerrent. A full exposure to the 
exper irrental ccnditi ons involved responding on an asCE11ding, 
then des cending seri es of ratioo ranging from FR 1 to FR 16. 
Because th e s ubj ects co uld tenninate their participation in the 
experirrent at any ti rre , cnly a few corrpleted the entire 
sequence. 
For rrost subjects en rrost schedules, accuracy was laver 
in the first half of ra tios than in the s e cond half. A notable 
exception was that one subject (a child) produced rrost errors 
in the last half of FRs from FR 2 to FR 14 during the ascending 
s e ri e s. During subsequent portions of th e expe rirrent, this 
sub ject 's errors predominated in the first half of the ratios. 
It was also found that there were two rra.jn types of errors 
made by the subj ec ts. The first type ccnsisted of responding to 
a location that was presently associated with an incorrect 
stimulus, but which, on the imrediately preceding ratio, was 
th e location of th e correct stimulus. This was called a win-stay 
res ponse strategy. A seccnd type or error occurred to locations 
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that -were not the location of the correct stimulus on the 
imrediately preceding ratio. A pre danin ance of t he first type 
of error was associated with lo.v accuracy in the first half, 
while a predominance of the second type of error was associated 
with lowered accuracy in the second half of ratios. 
It was suggested that these results indicate that response 
strategies are involved in the p:roduction of the typical 
patterns p:roduced by FR reinforcerrent of choire responding. 
I t should be noted, ho.vever, that because the authors did not 
go beyond a correlational analysis of the role of strategies in 
th e production of choice patterns, their conclusion must remain 
specu lative. Further research is clearly needed on this subject. 
A final point of interest was that post-reinforcerrent pauses 
did not occur. This result clearly contradicts Zeiler' s 
suggestion that the control of errors and the control of pausing 
seems to be closely related. Because of the considerable nurrber 
of differences between Zeiler's (1968, 1970, 1972) work and that 
of Osborne and Bums, it is not presently possible to determine 
why th eir r esults differ in this regard. 
Surrmary 
Given the interest shown in the choice accuracy patterns 
pro duced by intermittent reinforcerrent of conditional ~scrim-
inati on tasks, it seems suprising ho.v poorly the effect is 
understood. The existing research has clearly shown that: (1) 
FI schedules frequently control lower accuracy in the second 
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quarter of intel'.Vals than in the first, third, or fourth quarters, 
(2) FR schedules produce a negatively accelerating increase 
in ac curacy across the ratio count, and ( 3) VI and VR schedules 
produce constant accuracy between reinforcerrents. 
Although th e absence of any notable effects produced by 
VI and VR schedules does not create any special difficulties, 
th e FI and FR schedule perfo:rmances present several proolerns. 
First, it is inportant to note that it is not really knCMn if 
FR and FI controlled accuracy patterns differ from each other. 
Although the avai lable data certainly encoura ge such a 
concl usion, an adequate denonstration of schedule-specific 
chc d.l :<' pattern s has not been made. Specifically, FI patterns 
were det ennined across time, while FR patt erns were detennined 
across correct trials. Thus, bec ause different types of data 
analyses have been involved, the resulting choice patterns 
on FI and FR reinforcerrent cannot be mrrpared directly. An 
explicit corrparison of FI and FR accuracy patterns would 
require th at th e sarre type of analysis be applied to perform-
ances on both schedules. Thus, one problem that remains is 
to detennine i f FI and FR patterns, in fact, differ. 
A se cond problem involves a detennination of why any 
choice patterns at all occur on FI and FR schedules. This 
question remains wheth er or not FI and FR reinforcement is 
found to control different patterns. About all that the 
existing data clearly indicate · is that only schedules that 
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comronly produced pauses in responding follaving reinforcerrent 
are associated with the choice patterns presently under 
consideration. 
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METHODS OF PRXEIXJRE 
The present research attenpted to deterntine if FI and 
FR cho ice accuracy pattellls differ. This was accorrplished 
by ex amining perfonnances on the two types of schedules both 
across tirre and across correct trials, thereby penni tting 
an exp licit corrparison of choice patterns. The candi tional 
discrimination studied involved a discrimination between 
two different FR perforrrances. Thus, the present study also 
was designed to exten d the generality of schedule-controlled 
choice patterns to a discrimination between response-produced 
stimuli. 
Subj ects 
Four nale White King pigeons were used. The birds were 
reduced to about 75% of their free feeding weights by restricted 
feeding of Purina Racing Pigeon Checkers. All birds had about 
one ye ar of prior training an candi tional discriminations similar 
to that used in the present experirrent (Lydersen and Cheney, 19 73; 
Lydersen and Crossffi3Il, 1974). 
Appara tus 
Training was conducted in an experirrental charmer containing 
thr ee response keys and a food hopper. The interior of the 
c::hanberwas 45.7 cm long, 61.0 cm wide, and 53.3 cm high. The 
response keys were 2.5 cm in diarreter, 6.4 cm apart, center to 
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center, 24 .1 cm above the floor, and required a minimum force 
of about O .15 N for operation. Reinforcerrent consisted of 5 sec 
access to Purina Racing Pigec:n Checkers through a 6. 4 cm wide and 
5.1 cm high aperture centered belo.v the resp:mse keys. White 
light illuminated the aperture during reinforcerrent. A sound-
attenuating housing, white noise, and a ventilation fan served 
to rrask extraneous stimuli. Chaitber events were cc:ntrolled by a 
system of electrorrec:hanical relays, tirrers, and stepping switches. 
Data were recorded by elect:rorredlanical oounters and a cumulative 
recorder. 
Procedure 
Because of prior experience with the task, the pigeons did 
not require any preliminary training. Each session consisted of 
a sequence of trials. Trials started with the transillumination 
of the center key with white light. Follo.ving the corrpletion of 
either FR 10 or FR 20, the center key was darkened and the two 
side keys were transilluminated with green en the left and red on 
the right. On trials when FR 10 was in effect, a right side 
response produced reinforcerrent, while a left side response 
produced a 5 sec blackout during which the chaitber was dark. en 
trials when FR 20 was in effect, a left side response produced 
reinforcerrent, while a right side response produced the 5 sec 
blackout. 1'he next trial follo.ved irmediately after reinforcerrent 
or blackout. The two FR3 were scheduled equally often in a 
mixed, repeating block of 42 trials, restricted so that no rrore 
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than three identical FRs could occur in succession. See Table 4, 
Appen dix, for a list of the 42 trial block. Sessions tenninated 
after 51 reinforcerrents. This continuous reinforcerrent (CRF) 
procedure continued until stable choice accuracy was ootained. 
Correct choices were then reinforced according to the schedules 
listed in Table 1; also shONn is the order of training and the 
m.mber of sessions m each schedule. 
Fixed-ratio schedules specified the nurrber of correct trials 
that were re::Juired to produce reinforcerrent. Nonreinfo:rced 
correct and incorrect choices on FR, and all other schedules, 
produced a 5 sec blackout and then the next trial. On randam-
ratio (RR) schedules, reinforcerrent for correct choices was 
scheduled randomly, with the RR value specifying the rrean nurrber 
of correct choices required. On FI schedules, the first correct 
choice that occurred after the specified interval of tirre had 
lapsed produced reinforcerrent. Finally, on randan-interval (RI) 
schedules, reinforcerrent for a correct choice was made available 
randomly in tine, with the RI value specifying the rrean tine 
between reinforcerrent availability. 
The first correct choice at the start of sessions always 
produced reinforcerrent. Subse::Juent reinforcerrents were ootained 
according to the prevailing schedule. Sessions were tenninated 
after 31 reinforcerrents (FR 16, RR 16, FI 4 min, and RI 4 min 
schedules) , 51 reinforcenents (all other schedules), or 4 hr, 
whichever occurred first. With fed exceptions, sessions were 
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Table 1. Order of 'I'rainin g on the Reinforcer:--ent Schedules and the Nunber of Sessions 
Per Schedule . 
Bird Cl Bird C2 Bird C3 Bird C4 
--
Sdledule Sessions Schedule Sessions Schedule Sessions Schedule Sessions 
--
CRF 38 CRF 44 CRF 31 CRF 41 
FR 4 36 FI 1 35 RI 1 22 RR 4 22 
FR 8 29 FI 2 35 RI 2 16 RR 8 21 
FR 16 28 FI 4 45 RI 4 12 RR 16 15 
RR 4 16 RI 1 26 FI 1 44 FR 4 36 
RR 8 14 RI 2 16 FI 2 28 FR 8 50 
RR 16 12 RI 4 11 FI 4 38 FR 16 39 
FI 1 33 FR 4 30 RR 4 18 RI 1 18 
FI 2 34 FR 8 20 RR 8 12 RI 2 17 
FI 4 47 FR 16 25 RR 16 11 RI 4 12 
FI 2 37 
w 
tv 
conducted daily. 
Each sch edule renained in effect mtil stable choice accuracy 
was cbtained. Stability was assurred when the rrean choice 
accuracy on each of two ronsecuti ve blocks of 5 sessions was 
within 2% of the rorrbined 10 session rrean. In addition, on FI 
and FR schedules, the stability criterion was not applied mtil 
visual inspection of <laily choice patterns revealed no systerratic 
chan ges. 
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RESULTS 
The results indicate that choice patterns produced by 
intermittent reinfor02rrent of FR discriminatioo are the sane 
as those c:btained with other tasks, but that FR and FI 
produced choice patterns do not differ from eadl other when 
identical data analyses are used. 
General Response diaracteristics 
The rrean per cent correct dloi02s across the last 10 
sessions m each schedule for all birds is sho.,.m in Table 2. 
'lwo gene ral effects rn accuracy controlled by the sdle dules of 
reinforcerrent can be seen. First, both FI and FR reinforcerrent 
produce d la.ver choice accuracy than that c:btained on CRF, RI , 
or RR. Secrnd, both RI and RR reinforcerrent produced accuracy 
at, or slightly higher than, that cm.trolled by CRF. 
The effects of different values of any one type of schedule 
is l ess cl ear . Accuracy on FR reinforcerrent decreased as the 
ratio was increased in size for two birds (Cl and C4), while the 
third bird (C2) had the lcwest accuracy on FR 4. The effect of 
increasing the FI schedule was in the opposite direction: The 
choice accuracy of birds Cl and CJ increased with increases in 
FI tirre, while bird C2 had the highest accuracy on FI l min. 
Figure l sha.vs selected portions of cumulative respoose 
records for birds Cl and C2. The FI and FR records are quite 
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Tabl e 2. Per Cent Correct Trials for Each Bird Across the 
Last 10 Sessions of All Schedules. 
Subjects 
Sched ule Bird Cl Bird C2 Bird C3 Bird C4 
CRF 9 3% 92 % 91% 92 % 
F'R 4 82 % 81% 85 % 
F'R 8 82 % 86 % 81% 
FR 16 80 % 84% 76 % 
RR 4 92% 94 % 89% 
RR 8 94 % 95 % 88% 
RR 16 95% 96% 91% 
FI 1 85 % 87% 81 % 
F'I 2 86% (83 %) a 84% 84 % 
FI 4 88% 84% 90 % 
RI 1 91% 92% 91% 
RI 2 94 % 94 % 93 % 
RI 4 93 % 95 % 92% 
a Replica tion 
,, I I /,I~ /; '/ ,_/ 
J /' I II 
./; .)1 /I . j ./ I J . /// I 
.i I . ,,,...J 
,Cl F~ ,Cl FR8 
110 MINUTES 
C 2 F I I' C 2 FI 21 
/.; -/ !J 
_/ J I~ I/ ./ 
I// 
I / 
CI FR 16 • ,CI RR 16. 
C2 Fl4 1 C2RI 4 
Figure 1. Selected cumulative r esponse records of FR 10 and FR 20 
perfonnan02 for birds Cl and C2 from the last session 
on each schedule. Correct choi02 responses are indicated 
by a dia gcnal slash of the respc:nse pen. When a correct 
choice response was reinforced, the pen remained dcwn 
during th e reinf orcerrent tirre. Errors are indicated 
by a dot above and to the left of a pause in responding. 
The re corder operated continuously during sessions. 
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similar and will be discussed together. As shCMTI1, reinforcerrent 
was follc:wed by a pause in responding. 'Ihe first several trials 
after the pause typically resulted in correct choices if the 
stimulus ratio was FR 10. Hewever, if the stimulus ratio was 
FR 20, the first several trials frequently resulted in errors. 
Respmding an the first trials also was associated with occasimal 
within-ratio pausing that rarely occurred in later trials. 
Beyond the first several trials, errors were infrequent, but 
with m:::>St errors still occurring on FR 20 trials. 
On RI and RR schedules, trials were corrpleted with few 
paus e s. Of the pauses that did occur, m::st did not follc:w 
r e in f orcerrent and also did not differentially follc:w either 
FR 10 or FR 2 0 trials . With few exceptions , the cumulative 
resp::mse records of RI and RR performances were extrerrely 
similar across all schedule pararreters. The occasimal 
exceptims were individual sessions during which the rate of 
corrpl e tim of RI trials slewed cmsiderably. Similar effects 
wer e never cbserved m RR reinforcerrent. 
retail e d Analyses of Choice Accuracy Patterns 
Figure 2 shews the choice accuracy within successive 
quart e rs of intervals and follc:wing the end (hold) of the FI. 
On rrost FI schedules, the accuracy m trials that tenn:inated 
in the first quarter was higher than the accuracy of trials that 
tenn:inated within the secmd quarter. The choice accuracy 
then increased within the third and fourth quarters. For each 
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Figure 2. Choice accuracy across successive quarters of FI 
schedu les for individual subjects. Data points to 
the right of the fourth quarter (hold or h) represent 
accuracy en trials terminated after the timing out 
of the FI. 'I'he left ordinate is for FR 10 and FR 20 
trials carbined. 'I'he right ordinate is for FR 10 and 
FR 20 trials separately. The data are for the last 10 
sessions of each schedule. 
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bird, the difference in accuracy between the first and secand 
quarters decreased as the FI tine was lengthened. At the 
longest schedule studied (FI 4 min) , only bird C2 had a 
high e r choice accuracy in the first quarter. A second 
exposure to FI 2 min imrediately after FI 4 min for bird Cl 
resulted in the first quarter accuracy again returning to 
a higher level than that cbtained in the secxmd quarter. This 
suggests that the gradual change in accuracy patterns was not 
due solely to extended training an FI reinforcerrent. 
Figure 2 also shavs the choice accuracy across quarters 
separately on FR 10 and FR 20 trials. With few exceptions, 
th e accuracy on FR 10 trials was above 90% and was relatively 
s tabl e across quarters. Of the errors that did occur, the 
majority were on FR 20 triaLs. 
Figure 3 shavs the per cent correct choices within 
successive quarters of ratios. Cb all FR schedules, the choice 
accuracy was lowest in the first quarter, follaved by a 
systermtic increase in accuracy across the second and third 
quarters. There was little difference between third and fourth 
quarter accuracy. This pattern was c:btained with all birds, 
with no apparent differences occurring as a fmction of FR size. 
When the FR 10 and FR20 trials were examined separately 
(Figure 3) , errors again typically predominated on FR 20 trials. 
The exce ption of bird Cl on FR 4 was produced by a reversal of 
errors on a few sessions and was not typical of perf onnance on 
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Figure 3. Choice accuracy across suc02ssi ve quarters of FR schedules 
for individual subjects. The right ordinate is for FR 10 
and FR 20 trials separately. The left ordinate is for 
FR 10 and FR 20 trials corrbined. The data are for the 
last 10 sessions of each schedule. 
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Figure 4. Tep panels: Choice accuracy across successive quarters 
of rredian correct interreinforcerrent trials en FI 
schedules for individual subjects. Data points to the 
right of the fourth quarter represents accuracy an trials 
that exceeded the fourth quarter. The nurrber of correct 
trials in ead1 quarter are shewn in Table 3. Bottom 
panels: Choice accuracy across successive quarters of 
rredian interreinforcerrent intervals on FR schedules. 
Data points to the right of the fourth quarter 
represent accuracy on trials that exceeded the fourth 
quarter. The tirre intervals of each quarter an> shavn 
in Table 3. The data are from the last 10 sessions of 
each schedule. 
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the 10 sessions on which the Figure is based. 
Comparison of FI and FR Performances 
In Figure 4, the choice accuracy patterns were redetermined 
to pe:rmit a carparison of FI and FR schedule performances. The 
top panels of Figure 4 shCM the FI performances determined across 
trials. The median number of correct trials across the last 10 
sessions of each condition for all bi:rds was carputed separately. 
The obtained medians were then divided into quarters and the 
accuracy within each quarter was determined. The accuracy on 
trials that exceeded the fourth quarter are shCMn as the extreme 
right points on each curve. As shCMn, accuracy on FI schedules, 
when dete.rmined across quarters of correct interreinforcerrent 
trials, increased across quarters. Thus, FI patterns determined 
across correct trials were similar to the FR patterns obtained 
across correct trials (Figure 2). 
The bottom panels of Figure 4 shew the FR performance 
determined across quarters of interreinforcerrent intervals. The 
ITedian time between reinforcements across the last 10 sessions 
of eac h schedule for all birds was determined from measurerrent 
of cumulative response reco:rds in 6 sec increments. The obtained 
ITedians were then divided into quarters and the accuracy within 
each quarter was corrputed. The points to the extreme right of 
each curve represent the accuracy on trials that exceeded the 
fourth quarter. As shown, five of the nine FR curves plotted 
according to quarters of median interreinforcerrent intervals 
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had the lowest accuracy in the second quarter. Thus, FR 
patterns determined across tirre were similar to the patterns 
obtained on FI schedules also determined across tilre. The 
failure to find this effect on four FR schedules was due to 
the frequen t occurrence of ve:ry long pauses follONing reinforce-
ment. Because this resulted in ve:ry long quarters of inter-
reinforcement intervals, the birds frequently corrpleted the 
ratio requirerrent within one or two quarters. Thus, for 
these conditions, the resulting FR perfonnances do not 
compctre well with FI performances. 
Table 3 presents the rredian number of correct trials and 
the rredian interreinforcerrent intervals on FI and FR schedules. 
As shown, the median number of correct choices on FI 1 min was 
identical or within one trial of that obtained on FR 4, and 
the time between reinforcerrents was also quite similar. 
The number of trials in any quarter was a function of both 
the schedule of reinforcement and the method of data analysis. 
The total number of trials in each quarter of median correct 
.interreinforcement trials decreased systematically across 
quarters of FI performance, but decreased only across the first 
three quarters on FR reinforcement: the third and fourth quarters 
contained approximately the sarre nurrber of trials. The number 
of trials in each quarter of rredian interreinforcerrent intervals 
incr eased systematically across quarters on FI reinforce1rent. 
Hawever, on FR reinforcement, tlE number of trials increased 
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Table 3. The ~Edi.an Nunber of Correct Trials and the Median 
Interreinforcerrent Intervals Across the Last 10 
Ses sions on FR and FI Schedules for Each Subject. 
The Nunbers in Parenth e ses are the Quarters of Trials 
or Intervals rn Which Figures 2, 3, and 4 are Based. 
Tine Measurerrents are in Multiples of 6 SeC'Oilds. 
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Sched ul e Subject Median Nunber of Median Interreinforcerrent 
Correct Trials Intervals (sec) 
FR 4 Cl 4 (1) 66 (18) 
C2 4 (1) 96 (24) 
C4 4 (1) 78 (18) 
FR 8 Cl 8 (2) 192 ( 48) 
C2 8 (2) 210 (54) 
C4 8 (2) 192 ( 48) 
FR 16 Cl 16 ( 4) 312 (78) 
C2 16 (4) 462 (114) 
C4 16 ( 4) 876 (216) 
FI 1 Cl 4 ( 1) 66 (18) 
C2 4 (1) 60 (12) 
C3 3 ( 1) 66 (18) 
FI 2 Cl 7 (2) 126 (30) 
C2 7 (2) 126 (30) 
C3 5 ( 1) 126 (30) 
FI 4 Cl 11 ( 3) 240 (60) 
C2 12 ( 3) 246 (60) 
C3 11 ( 3) 240 (60) 
across the first three quarters and then decreased in the 
fourth quarter. 
The accuracy in the first quarter of rredian interrein-
forcerren t intervals was correlated with the proportim of FR 
10 trials ccntained within that quarter. For exanple, the 
highest accuracy in the first quarter (bird C3 on FI 1 min) was 
associated with 86% of all trials being FR 10. When the 
accuracy was lON or less than that cbtained in the secmd 
quarter, a range of from 49% (bird C4 on FR 16) to 5 7% (bird 
Cl on FI 1 min) of th e trials were FR 10. Interrrediate levels 
of choice accuracy were associated with interrrediate percent-
ages of FR 10 trials (e.g., 76% for bird C2 en FI 1 min). 
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DISCUSSICN 
The present study extends the kncwn effects of inter-
mittent reinforcerrent of cmclitional discrimination performance 
to an FR discrimination task. On FI reinforcerrent, choice 
accuracy was often lcwer in the second quarter of intervals than 
in the other three quarters . Further, FR reinforcerrent resulted 
111 a systenatic. increase in accuracy as the ratio count 
advanced. Finally, rn RI and RR schedules, choice accuracy was 
constant between reinforcerrents. Thus, the interreinforcerrent 
choice accuracy patterns were the sarre as those previously 
cbtained with rratching-to-sarnp.le and tenporal discriminatirns 
(e.g., Ferster, 1960; Nevin et al., 1963; Stubbs, 1968). 
Al though the d1oice patterns differed on FI and FR 
reinforcerrent when performances were analyzed in the sarre way 
as has been done in prior studies, the results suggest that 
these differences were largely a function of the specific rrethods 
of data analyses. This was shewn by an examination of per-
forrrances both across tirre and across correct trials on FI and FR 
schedules. l"Jhen the choice en FI schedules was determined across 
quarters of rreclian correct interreinforcerrent trials, accuracy 
increased across successive quarters. These are the sarre accuracy 
patterns as those cbtained on FR schedules examined across quarters 
of correct interreinforcerrent trials. Similarly, when performance 
on FR schedules was determined across quarters o f rreclian 
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interreinforcerrent intervals, the l0t1est accuracy frequently 
occurred in the second quarter, as did FI perfo:r:mances also 
determined across quarters of intervals. Thus, the present 
results indicate that FI and FR schedule-produced choice 
patten1s were analysis-specific rather than schedule-specific. 
As Boren and Gollub (1972) noted, corrparisons of FI and 
FR perforrrances are frequently made difficult because, in 
existing conditional discrimination studies, the two differed 
crnsiderably on either the nunber of correct trials or on the 
tirre between reinforcerrents. The present procedures, h0t1ever, 
penni tted corrparisons of performances on FI and FR schedules 
where both th e interreinforcerrent intervals and the mmber of 
correct choices were nearly equal. Corrparisons between FI l min . 
and FR 4 schedules are especially appropriate because the nunber 
of correct trials were identical for all but one of the candit-
ions (bird CJ on FI 1 min) , and the rredian interreinforcerrent 
intervals were also quite similar. The nurrber of correct trials 
were also quite similar rn FI 2 min and FR 8, as were the rredian 
interreinforcerrent intervals on FR 8 for bird C2 and FI 4 min for 
all birds. It seerrs reasonable to conclude that the accuracy 
patterns cbtained on the presently examined schedules were not due 
to differences across schedules in either the nurrber of correct 
choices or the rredian interreinforcerrent intervals. 
A further result of the present study was that the FI and FR 
schedules affected accuracy primarily rn only one of the b.vo 
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types of trials . For rrost conditions, errors predominated on 
FR 20 trials, with these errors occurring primarily early 
during ratios and intervals. Thus, errors were associated 
bo th with the ratio that required the longest tirre to complete 
and with the choice preferen02 of one of the two side keys. 
This selective effect suggests a partial explanatirn of 
the error patterns cbtained ac:ra;s quarters of interre-
inforcerrent intervals. Because the post-reinforcerrent pause 
often ex ceeded the first quarter of interreinforcerrent 
intervals, relatively few trials terminated in the first 
quarter. Ho.,,ever, of those that did terminate in the first 
quarter, a ma. j ori ty were FR 10 trials and were also cnrrect. 
'Ehus , the per cent correct in the first quarter was biased 
because it contained a majority of trials that required the 
least tirre to conplete and on which the preferred side key 
was correct. In the sec ond quarter, the accuracy decreased 
because the fi rst FR 20 trials in ead1 interreinforcerrent 
interval typically tenninated here and were frequently ino::>rrect. 
The higher accuracy in the third and fourth quarters was due 
l arc;rel y to the increasing accuracy en the FR 20 trials. When 
the tenpo ral location of trials is not considered, the high, 
early accuracy does not occur because, in this case, accuracy 
is based on an approximately equal nurrber of high accuracy FR 
10 trials and lOtJ accuracy FR 20 trials. 
A difficulty with this analysis is that it should also 
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account for accuracy patterns en other tasks such as matching-
tersarrple. That is, the tirre between the start of matching 
trials and a choice response should be ccnsistently shorter 
in the presence of ene of the sarrple stimuli than in the 
presence of other sarrples: This sarrple should also control 
higher accuracy than the other sarrples. Such differential 
tirres to conplete trials has been sh0tm during acquisitien of 
TIB.tching-tersarrple (Lydersen and Perkins, 1974), but apparently 
has not been examined during intennittent reinforoerrent of 
matching. 
Another difficulty with the present analysis is that it 
dces not explain why any patterns of choice accuracy occur at 
all en FI and FR schedules. It has been sh0tm that errors 
tend to foll<»1 pauses in responding both on cendi tional discrimi-
nation performances (e.g., Ferster, 1960; Nevin et al., 1963) 
and en simultaneous discrimination performanres (e.g. , Nevin, 
1967; Zeiler, 1968, 1970). Zeiler's (1968) suggesticn that 
whatever controls pausing also ccntrols errors is ccnsistent 
with the present data. Precisely what controls both pauses 
and errors remains to be determined. 
Boren and Gollub (1972) reported that intenrediate rates 
of matching-tersarrple were associated with rrore errors than were 
high or la,v rates on FI schedules. They suggested that perhaps 
rate was a 11 ••• rrore detailed and inforTIB.tive way ... 11 (Boren, 1973) 
of analyzing matching than was choic-e accuracy. Davidsen and 
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Osborne (1974) made the related cbservation that the lo.vest 
accuracy was found when the greatest response rate change 
occurred. The present FI results agree with the findings of 
Boren and Gollub (1972) and Davidson and Osborne (1974) , but not 
with their enphasis on response rate as an inportant dependent 
variable. That is, changes in rates were also closely associated 
with pa:,t-reinforcerrent pausing. Thus, first quarter rates 
were lo. v not because of lo.v rates per se, but rather because 
the pa:,t-reinforcerrent pause typically extended through the 
first quarter . Similarly, the increase in rate in subsequent 
quarters also was not due to increases in running rates, but 
rather occurred because less of the quarter tine contained post-
reinforcerrent paus in g . The high occurrence of errors in the 
middle of Fis was rrost likely due to the fact that errors tend 
to follo.v irrrrrediately after the post-reinforcerrent pause which, 
in turn, typically tenninated during the middle of Fis (i.e., the 
portion of Fis associated with interrrediate rates). Thus, the 
rate changes th a t occur during matching apparently are due largely 
to averaging and are prcbably not central to an understanding 
of the cbtained choice patterns. 
A final point to be CXJnsidered is that the similarity 
in perfo nnan ces produced by FI and FR reinforcerrent suggests 
that th e sane variable controlled both performances. Ho.vever, 
this expe rirrent did not permit any conclusion regarding a 
spe cific source of cmtrol. Although there are sorre indi-
so 
cations that the nurrber of respcnses contribute to schedule 
control (e.g., Cressman, Heaps, Nunes and Alferink, 1974; 
Rilling, 1967) , rrcst research irrplicates tirre as the primary 
determinant (e.g. , Killeen, 1969; Lydersen and Cressman, 19 74; 
Neuringer and Schneider, 1968). In either case, it appears that 
schedule cmtrol is the sarre regardless of the conplexity of 
the behavior being studied. 
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SUMMARY 
Four pigeons had FR discrimination performances rein-
forced according to various FI, FR, RI, and RR sd1edules. When 
accuracy was examined across quarters of interreinforcerrent 
intervals, accuracy on FI and FR reinforcerrent was corrm::nly 
lcwer in the second quarter than in the first, or last two, 
quarters . When accuracy was examined across quarters of 
corr ect interreinforcerrent choices, accuracy increased across 
quart e rs . It was found that the errors were due largely to 
choices occurring on FR 20 stimulus trials. The accuracy 
patterns cbtained on FI and FR reinforcerrent were absent 
during RI and RR reinforcerrent. 
'I'he main contribution of the present e:xperirrent was that 
the patterns of FI and FR choice accuracy were found to be, 
in part , a function of the rrethcx1s of data analyses used. 
Furth e r, the patterns cbtained during FI and FR reinforcerrent 
were due largely to errors that occurred on one of the two 
types of trials that were involved in the discrimination. 
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APPENDIX 
Tabl e 4. Randomized sequence of FR 10 and FR 20 trials used 
throughout the e:xperi.rrent. 
Trial number Trial FR Trial nurrber Trial FR 
1 FR 20 22 FR 20 
2 FR 20 23 FR 20 
3 FR 10 24 FR 10 
4 FR 10 25 FR 20 
5 FR 20 26 FR 10 
6 FR 20 27 FR 10 
7 FR 10 28 FR 20 
8 FR 20 29 FR 20 
9 FR 20 30 FR 20 
10 FR 10 31 FR 10 
11 FR 20 32 FR 20 
12 FR 10 33 FR 10 
13 FR 10 34 FR 20 
14 FR 10 35 FR 20 
15 FR 20 36 FR 10 
16 FR 10 37 FR 20 
17 FR 10 38 FR 10 
18 FR 20 39 FR 20 
19 FR 10 40 FR 10 
20 FR 10 41 FR 10 
21 FR 20 42 FR 10 
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